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her unimpaired innate chastity.    This is another proof
of her simplicity.
The flower of the forest needs no servant to brush \
the dust off her petals. She stands bare; dust settles on
her; but in spite of it she easily retains her own beautiful
cleanliness. Dust did settle on Sakuntala, but she was
not even conscious of it. Like the simple wild deer, like
the mountain spring, she stood forth pure in spite of mud.
Kalidas has let his hermitage-bred youthful heroine
follow the unsuspecting path of Nature; nowhere has he
restrained her. And yet he has developed her into the
model of a devoted wife, with her reserve, endurance of
sorrow, and life of rigid spiritual discipline. At the
beginning, we see her self-forgetful and obedient to
Nature's impulses like the plants and flowers; at the end
we see her deeper feminine soul sober, patient under ill,
intent on austerities, strictly regulated by the sacred laws
of piety. With matchless art Kalidas has placed his
heroine at the meeting-point of action and calmness, of
Nature and Law, of river and ocean, as it were. Her
father was a hermit, but her mother was a nymph. Her
birth was the outcome of interrupted austerities, but her
nurture was in a hermitage, which is just the spot where
nature and austerities, beauty and restraint are harmonis-
ed. There is none of the conventional bonds of society
there, yet we have the harder regulations of religion. Her
gandhafiw marriage, too, was of the same type; it had
the wildness of nature joined to the social tie of wedlock.
The drama Sakuntala stands alone and unrivalled in all
literature, because it depicts how Restraint can be har-
tnonised with Freedom. All its joys and sorrows, unions
and partings, proceed from the conflict of these two forces.

